Experience the GCI difference – apply today
GCI: Connecting Financial Advisors to a world of opportunity.
From onboarding to upskilling, we give our employees the care, consideration, and challenges they deserve making us a preferred destination for any career journey!
We connect our people to teams, opportunities, and purpose. We master what we do – and we only do what
we master.
Incredible opportunity
We are looking for the cream of the talent crop as we expand our engagement with our clients, colleagues,
and communities.
To join us on our journey to change the face of retirement, candidates must have 2 years of professional
experience as a Financial Advisor coupled with a CFP or BCom Financial Planning and must be ready to Engage.
Excite. Exceed.
Engage with clients
Engage with clients using a proven and professional Client Engagement Process. Waiting for opportunities is
not an option – instead, we set you up for success with our automated appointment booking system from
leads we generate for you.
Excite with the GCI Experience
You trigger excitement, confidence, and trust amongst our clients, yourself, and us. You utilise our innovative
financial planning fintech tool to empower your clients to take control of their financial future. Excite clients
with full end-to-end administration support from appointment booking to pre-sales and product /solution
implementation as well as client servicing and annual reviews.
Exceed the expected
You are committed to working ever smarter and achieving leading-edge results by following a proven GCI
recipe for success. Exceed expectations with an attractive remuneration structure including the opportunity to
earn revenue from different lines of business all while being mentored by our seasoned and successful senior
financial advisors.
Time to take ownership of your career and bring opportunities to life with GCI, the launchpad you need to
become the best version of yourself.
Time to take ownership of your career and bring opportunities to life with GCI.
Email you CV to paula.berrow@gci.co.za apply.
“Why GCI?” we recently asked some of our outstanding employees. The answer was simple yet two-fold:
1.
GCI offers career growth and a superior employee experience. GCI should be your employer's
destination of choice.
2.
The people at GCI are its greatest asset. The collaboration between departments,
the cohesive culture, and the people’s dedication to client service foster an “I CAN” environment.

